taken over all edges uv incident at v is a constant and the constant is nothing but the least upper bound of L and also induces another vertex labeling
A graph is said to be L -magic if it admits L -magic labeling.
In this paper, we consider a lattice with {1,2,3} = L and  is the "less than or equal to" relationship among numbers. By lub and glb we mean the least upper bound and greatest lower bound.
II. BASIC DEFINITIONS Definition 2.1
A non empty set A on which a partial ordering relationship,(generally denoted by  ) is defined is called a partially ordered set or poset and it is written as ) , (  A .
Definition 2.2 [5]
A Lattice is a poset (partially ordered set) ) , ( 
Definition 2.6
Let G 1 (V 
Definition 2.8
The helm H n is the graph obtained from a W n by attaching a pendant edge at each vertex of the n-cycle of the wheel.
III MAIN RESULTS
Let us learn through the following theorem about L-magic labeling 
L -magic labeling is given for 6 C .
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In both the cases The graph (double fan) DF n is L -magic 3  n Proof. The graph has the following vertex set and Edge set.
The labeling of edges are same like the previous theorem (3.6). In addition to the labeling of case 1 of theorem (3.6) we add the labeling.
3.
and in case 2, we have to add, additionally the following label as 1.The above labeling can be extended to any lattice L of integers , for the same relationship "less than or equal to" we can prove the above graphs are L -magic provided the labeling of the edges having "3 and 1" should be replaced by the greatest and lowest element of L , and the edges having the label "2" may be labeled by any number in between the glb and lub of L . common multiplie of {a,b} and b a  = greatest common divisor of } , { b a , then it can be easily checked that the above graphs are L -magic.
Theorem 3.11
The graph having pendant edge(s) can not be L -magic.
Proof. While we are labeling the edges of the graph, the pendant vertex (vertices) will get only one labeling as one edge incident to it Hence, the graph having pendant edge(s) can not be L -magic.
Example 3.12 We show 4 P and 5 H are not L -magic. Fig. 10 
